Trends. Abuses of Child Abuse: Suspecting the Usual Suspects in the World of Elian Gonzalez
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One facet of the political psychology of the Elian Gonzalez case involves the opinions from mental health "experts" on Elian's mental status and its dynamics. We have been told that Elian has already "bonded" with his "new family" in Miami and that taking Elian from the family would qualify as child abuse. We have been told that Elian will not be able to begin mourning for his dead mother until he is taken from his "new family." Thus the "new family" is engaging in child abuse, because by holding onto him they are not letting him mourn. We have been told that Elian's father in engaged in child abuse because has not chosen to visit his son in the home of the "new family." We have been told that allowing Elian to express his wants to return to Cuba is a type of child abuse. We have been told that the longer Elian remains with his "new family," the longer he is being subjected to child abuse. We have been told that Elian's father has been abusive to the boy in Cuba and on the telephone since Elian has been in the United States (US). We have also been told that contact with US commercial culture constitutes child abuse, living in Cuba constitutes child abuse, and viewing demonstrators outside the "new family's" home constitutes child abuse. And some mental health professionals believe that there is no child abuse involving Elian.